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By Craig R. Springfield and Bryan W. Keene*

Irs IssUEs gUIDaNCE 
aND sEEKs 
COmmENTs ON lTC 
INsUraNCE PrODUCT 
IssUEs

O n Aug. 11, 2011, the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) released Notice 2011-68,1 regarding the tax 
treatment of stand-alone and “combination” long-

term care (LTC) insurance products. The Notice provides 
interim guidance on certain issues and requests public com-
ment on others. 

BACKGRoUND
The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA) amended the 
Internal Revenue Code (Code) to clarify and improve the tax 
treatment of LTC insurance products.2 The amendments fall 
into two general categories—combination products and ex-
changes. A combination product is a life insurance or annuity 
contract that includes an LTC insurance feature.3 The PPA 
amendments facilitate annuity-LTC combination products 
by generally extending to them the Code’s rules for life in-
surance-LTC combination products.4 The PPA amendments 
also address the tax treatment of charges against the cash 
value of the annuity or life insurance portion of a combination 
product to fund coverage under the qualified LTC insurance 
(QLTCI) portion, essentially treating them as non-taxable 
distributions from the annuity or life portion that reduce the 
owner’s “investment in the contract” under section 72.5 The 
PPA also amended section 1035 to allow tax-free exchanges 
of annuity and life insurance contracts for QLTCI contracts.

INTERIM GUIDANCE 
oN INvESTMENT IN 
THE CoNTRACT 
The Notice provides interim 
guidance under section 72 on 
how to determine the “invest-
ment in the contract” for the 
annuity portion of an annuity-
LTC combination product. It 
states that all premiums paid 
for such a product are generally 
included in the investment in 
the contract for the annuity if 
(i) the premiums are credited to 
the contract’s cash value (rather 
than directly to the LTC por-

tion), and (ii) coverage under the LTC portion is funded 
through charges against the annuity’s cash value. In this 
respect, the Notice appears to merely clarify that if QLTCI 
rider premiums are paid directly into the rider with after-tax 
monies, rather than through a charging mechanism under 
the annuity, then such premiums have no effect (positive or 
negative) on the investment in the contract for the annuity. 
Seemingly the same rule also would apply in the case of life-
LTC combination products. 

In that regard, the Notice observes that, other than the PPA 
amendments regarding how LTC insurance charges affect 
investment in the contract (summarized above), the PPA did 
not amend the definition of investment in the contract under 
section 72. Consistently with this observation, the Notice 
also states that a waiver of premiums under an annuity-LTC 
combination product, such as upon disability or chronic ill-
ness, “should be accounted for in the same manner as a waiver 
of premiums under other contracts for which ‘investment in 
the contract’ is determined under § 72(c)(1) or 72(e)(6).”6

INTERIM GUIDANCE oN EXCHANGES 
The Notice also provides interim guidance on the treatment 
under section 1035 of exchanges of an annuity or life insur-
ance contract for a QLTCI contract. First, it clarifies that a 
partial exchange of an existing deferred annuity for a QLTCI 
contract can qualify for tax-free treatment under section 
1035. This conclusion is consistent with earlier guidance and 
a court decision in which an exchange of a portion (but not all) 
of a deferred annuity for another deferred annuity was treated 
as tax-free under section 1035.7 

Second, the Notice states that the “adjusted basis” of a 
QLTCI contract received in a tax-free exchange generally 
carries over from the life insurance, endowment, annuity or 
QLTCI contract being exchanged. In this regard, the Notice 
observes that although the Code prohibits a QLTCI contract 
from providing a cash value, it does permit a refund of premi-
ums upon complete surrender or cancellation of the contract, 
and provides generally that such a refund is includible in 
gross income to the extent that any deduction or exclusion 
was allowable with respect to the premiums.8 Thus, the 
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Notice’s statements regarding the adjusted basis of a QLTCI 
contract purchased in a tax-free exchange may mean that 
any cancellation or surrender proceeds received under the 
contract are taxable to the extent the exchange involved the 
movement of tax-deferred inside buildup from an annuity, 
life insurance, endowment contract or QLTCI contract to the 
QLTCI contract received in the exchange.

REqUEST FoR PUBLIC CoMMENT
The Notice requests public comment on several questions “to 
assist in the development of further guidance” on combina-
tion products. Comments were due by Nov. 9, 2011. The top-
ics on which the Notice seeks comments are:

(1)  Issues that arise when an annuity-LTC combination 
product is annuitized, including the effect on the owner’s 
rights, how the LTC insurance charges should be treated 
after the annuity starting date, and how the exclusion ratio 
should be calculated under section 72(b).

(2)  Issues involving how a “risk shifting” analysis should 
apply in determining whether the LTC portion of a com-
bination product is an “insurance” contract for purposes 
of section 7702B, including how LTC benefit payments 
that reduce the annuity contract’s cash value should be 
taken into account in such an analysis and whether there 
are common features or contract designs that would lend 
themselves to published guidance on the risk shifting 
issue.

(3)  Whether guidance is needed on partial exchanges of 
some or all of the payments under an immediate annuity 
for a QLTCI contract, including how to effect such an 
exchange, how such a partial exchange is treated under 
section 1035, and how the adjusted basis and investment 
in the contract are determined for the contracts involved 
in the partial exchange.

(4)  Whether any changes are needed to existing guidance, 
including publications, forms, and instructions, on in-
formation reporting and record keeping with respect to 
QLTCI contracts and combination products.

ADDITIoNAL ISSUES
Although the Notice provides interim guidance on some is-
sues and seeks public comments on others, it is silent on a few 
questions that have arisen in connection with combination 

products. Perhaps most conspicuously, the Notice does not 
address or seek input on the question of how tax-free benefits 
received under the QLTCI portion of an annuity-LTC combi-
nation product affect the owner’s investment in the contract 
for the annuity portion of the product. 

In that regard, in most products that combine a deferred an-
nuity with a QLTCI feature, at least some of the benefits paid 
under the QLTCI portion have the effect of reducing the cash 
value of the deferred annuity portion.9 In a 2009 private letter 
ruling,10 the IRS concluded that LTC insurance benefit pay-
ments “will reduce the ‘investment in the contract’” of the 
annuity, but the ruling did not elaborate on how. This conclu-
sion in the ruling has been questioned,11 and the life insurance 
industry has advocated for a different result. As a result, it is 
expected that the industry’s response to the Notice will in-
clude comments on this issue. In that respect, the IRS has in-
dicated informally that it is willing to consider any comments 
that taxpayers may wish to file in response to the Notice, even 
on issues that the Notice does not specifically identify.

CoNCLUSIoN
The Notice provides interim guidance on a narrow set of is-
sues that are relatively devoid of controversy. In that regard, 
IRS and Treasury representatives have indicated informally 
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that the Notice was intended as a first step toward addressing 
questions on combination products and to seek input on other 
questions that may be more difficult from a technical or tax 

policy perspective. As a result, the most interesting guidance 
in this area is likely still to come. 3Craig R. 
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